The purpose of this paper is to generalize the classical Riesz-Herglotz integral representation and Pick-Nevanlinna interpolation theorems to functions of several complex variables. A generalization of these results in a somewhat different direction has already been given in [2] ; the functions with positive real part, which will be the objects of our study here, turn out to be closely related to a subclass of the class Hm considered in [2] .
The Bergman-Silov boundary of D is the multi-torus B = {u||Mt| = l (k = l,---,m)}.
Writing uk = e'*k(k = l,---,m), du = (2n)~mdcbi • • ■ dcbm is the Haar measure of B. We shall denote by L2(B) the Hubert space of square-integrable functions on B with respect to íít¿. The inner product in L2(B) will be denoted by < , >. The set of functions (1) {uV-uï? | -co <nlf-, nm< oo} The following properties of S are clear (and well known).
(i) S(z, w) = S(w, z) and S(z, z) > 0 for all z,weD.
(ii) The function Sw defined by Sw(z) = S(z, w) is a continuous holomorphic function on D u B for all weD.
(iii) /(z) = </, Sz> for all continuous holomorphic functions / and all zeD.
(iv) S(z,0) = 1 for all zeD.
P will denote the projection in L2(B) onto the subspace spanned by the set {u"y ■■■un™\ny, ■■-,nm S; 0}, and F the projection onto the subspace spanned by {uyl ■■■u^'\ny, ■■■,nmS 0}. Iff is a continuous holomorphic function, then clearly fe PL2(B), fe PL2(B), and Pf =/(0). We also have Pf = Pf for all/e L2(B).
By ß we shall denote the projection onto the subspace spanned by PL2(B) and PL2(B). This is the complex subspace spanned by the real parts of continuous holomorphic functions.
Now we prove some further simple properties. for all z, w e D.
Proof. We have S(z, w)f(w) = S(w, z)f(w) = <j,sjs,y = </, S2SW> (using (viii) in the second equality). Adding this to (viii) the assertion follows, (x) For all z,weD,
Proof. By (vii) and (ix) we have <Re/,SA> = i-S(z,w)«Re/,2SI-1> 4-<Re/,2Sw-1» = 5(w,zKRef,Sz + 5w-iy for all continuous holomorphic /. Noting that the Re / span QL2(B) and that Sz + Sw-leQL2(B) the assertion follows. We note that by using (viii) we could deduce the sharper results P(SZSW) = S(w,z)Sz and P(SZSW) = S(w,z)Sw; these, however, will not be used in the sequel.
Our first theorem is a rather straightforward generalization of the RieszHerglotz theorem, we have not, however, been able to find it in the literature. It differs from known integral representations (e.g. L. Bers, Amer. J. Math. 64 (1942), 514-530) by the fact that its kernel is holomorphic, not only biharmonic or harmonic, and that it furnishes a necessary and sufficient condition. Proof. Let / be holomorphic with non-negative real part in D. Then for all 0<r<l, the function/, defined by /r(z) =f(rz) is continuous holomorphic. By (vii) we have /r(z) = ilm/r(0) + jB(2S(z,u) -l)dpr(u), where dpr(u) = Re fr(u)du is a positive measure on B. We also have uy-u';n-dpr(u) = 0 L unless nk ^ 0 for all k or nk :g 0 for all k.
For r -* 1 the total variation of pr is bounded, and in fact constant, since
by (iv) and (vii). Hence the well-known theorem of Helly can be applied, and (2) and (3) follow.
Conversely, iff is defined by (1) it is holomorphic in D since the integral converges uniformly and absolutely on compact subsets of D. Now note that iff in L2(B) has an absolutely and uniformly convergent expansion in terms of the orthonormal system (1), then by (3) we have f f(u)dp(u)= \ (Qf)(u)dp(u).
J b
Jb SZSZ is such a function for every fixed zeD. Hence, using (x) we obtain Re f(z) = f (S(z, u) + S(z, u) -l)dp(u) = S(z,zy1JQ(SzSz)(u)dp(u) = S(z,z)~1 jB(SzSz)(u)dp(u) = S(z,zy1\\S(z,u)\2dp(u)>fd, finishing the proof of the theorem. Proof. If/ is holomorphic and has non-negative real part, then f(z) = i Im /(O) + 2 I zï1 •• • ziï f üy •• ¿C"dp(") -f dp(u)
for ail z e /), by (2) . Hence, using (3) we have w1,-,nj = 2 j uy-u^dplu) i.e., K is positive-definite.
In proving the converse we first assume that z[0) = ••• = z¿,0)= 0. Since K is positive-definite, by a well-known construction there exists a Hubert space § and a set of elements {ez \ z e E] in § such that (6) < [ez,ew}~K(z,w) for all z, w e E.
For l^lc^m and z = (z1,...,zm) we define kz = (z1,---,zk_1,0,zk+l,---zm). Now for ez such that zt ^ 0 we define (7) ez(k) =~(ezekz). zk If zk, wk t¿ 0, we have
It follows that the operator Vk defined on the set Wk of finite linear combinations of the ez (zk = 0) by
is well defined and isometric By closure and by setting it equal to 0 on the orthogonal complement of <3Jlk, Vk can be extended to an operator Vk denned on § and such that || fk || g 1. Then the operator (/ -zkVk) ~1 exists and represents a holomorphic operator-valued function for | zk \ < 1. By (7) Then a simple explicit computation shows that the function g =/ 0 <f> ~ Mefined on cb(E) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, and hence by the first part of our proof can be extended to a function g holomorphic on D and such that Reg ^ 0. /= g o cp will then be the desired extension off, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
In conclusion we add some remarks. 
